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Pioneering for You

MOVE COOPERATION.
MOVE WATER.
MOVE THE FUTURE.

Financial Controller
Casablanca
Major movements like globalisation, digitalisation and energy shortages shape some of our largest future challenges. Challenges that we are
happy to accept and dive into. We understand the trends that influence our company and our business and act accordingly. By developing
products and solutions we move not only water, we also move the future for people all over the world. As a pioneer in the pump industry we
focus as much on our employees as on our high quality pumps. Those of you who want to be part of the Wilo will experience a constant flow of
personal and organizational development as well as sufficient space for the implementation of own ideas. At Wilo you will move the future, for
yourself and for others.
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Provide financial statements and ensure all reporting deadlines are met,
both internal and Group,
Provide annual accounts for certification and tax statements, and
coordinate with auditors,
Ensure cash management, follow up and negotiation with banks,
Implement and improve internal control procedures
Ensure reliable and appropriate accounting processes and standards
regarding to local/international legal requirements
Provide regular (weekly / monthly) Controlling reports
Control and prevalidate procurements and investments
Pre-validate sales orders with regards to margin level and payment
conditions
Provide company Budget/MTP and Forecasts in line with Group schedule
and formats
Ensure efficient use of all Financial systems and tools
Ensure to liaise with Group Accounting / Controlling and implement any
changes to systems / policies as required
Analyse controlling data and proactively advise the management about
deviations
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Interact with administrative and fiscal authorities
Ensure the company fulfils its legal requirements
Manage in coordianation with the MD legal issues
Manage the credit control function to meet with company and Group
directives
Ensure that payments of statutory liabilities are made within prescribed
time limits
Manage the Company's payroll
Support the management in strategic planning and provide relevant
analysis to support decision making
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Bachelor's degree or master's degree in accounting, business,
economics, finance, or a related field.
minimum 6 to 10 years exprience in similar position
several years of experience in a business or finance environment
management experience
outstanding mathematical skills
related knowledge in Banking Regulations, Taxation, IFRS, Corporate
Law, Labour Law
Related exprience in the same industry is plus point

If you want to keep Wilo fluent and contribute to a successful future, please apply on our recruiting tool, or send your application documents
(incl. salary expectations, earliest entry date and source of job advertisement) in one document to: WILO Middle East FZE, Mrs. Zahra
Ghorbanzadeh, Jebel Ali Free Zone–South PO Box 262720, 262739 Dubai, United Arab Emirates. In case you have any additional questions,
please feel free to contact Mrs. Ghorbanzadeh +97148239503.
WILO BRINGS THE FUTURE.

